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Figure 1: User interface of the Tissue Property Analysis Tool (TPAT) consisting of 6 linked views. The spatial views show a 3D visualization
(a) and a 2D visualization (b) of the data. Their representation can be adjusted in a separate panel (c). A parallel coordinates widget
(d) allows the user to select the parameter settings of the simulation run shown in the spatial visualizations as well as for comparative
visualization of two simulation runs. The ablation data plot (e) presents the dependencies of the outcome on the input parameters in a
parameter-space visualization. Quantitative information about ablation measures is provided numerically (f).

Abstract
Radiofrequency ablation is a minimally invasive, needle-based medical treatment to ablate tumors by heating due to absorption
of radiofrequency electromagnetic waves. To ensure the complete target volume is destroyed, radiofrequency ablation simula-
tions are required for treatment planning. However, the choice of tissue properties used as parameters during simulation induce
a high uncertainty, as the tissue properties are strongly patient-dependent. To capture this uncertainty, a simulation ensemble
can be created. Understanding the dependency of the simulation outcome on the input parameters helps to create improved
simulation ensembles by focusing on the main sources of uncertainty and, thus, reducing computation costs. We present an
interactive visual analysis tool for radiofrequency ablation simulation ensembles to target this objective. Spatial 2D and 3D
visualizations allow for the comparison of ablation results of individual simulation runs and for the quantification of differ-
ences. Simulation runs can be interactively selected based on a parallel coordinates visualization of the parameter space. A 3D
parameter space visualization allows for the analysis of the ablation outcome when altering a selected tissue property for the
three tissue types involved in the ablation process. We discuss our approach with domain experts working on the development of
new simulation models and demonstrate the usefulness of our approach for analyzing the influence of different tissue properties
on radiofrequency ablations.
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1. Introduction

With cancer being one of the leading causes of death in today’s
world, medical research on cancer prevention and treatment gets
more and more important. Modern treatment plans have a high
success rate but are not perfect yet due to the human body being
a complex system and every human being different. One of these
treatments is radiofrequency (RF) ablation. This minimally inva-
sive treatment ablates a malignant or dysfunctional tissue by using
an alternating current to cause coagulative necrosis of the cells. It
is mostly used to treat targets in the lung, liver, kidney, or bones.
While being an effective treatment to remove tumorous cells, there
is a risk of leaving residues. This can lead to a recurrence and
spreading of these cells.

Scientists have created theoretical models of RF ablations to
gain further insights into the behavior of cells exposed to al-
ternating current [Ber06]. They use the biological properties of
the involved tissues to accurately simulate an RF ablation proce-
dure. Properties like the blood perfusion or the thermal conduc-
tivity are known to have a high impact on the size of the ab-
lated volume and thus strongly influence the outcome of the treat-
ment [SCTL05, ALHG08]. Understanding how tissue properties
influence the RF ablation treatment is a key factor to raise its suc-
cess rate and reduce the recurrence of the tumorous tissue.

We propose the Tissue Property Analysis Tool (TPAT) that helps
scientists and researchers to analyze simulated RF ablation data to
gain more insight into how various biological tissue properties af-
fect the treatment. Based on a task analysis of the domain (Sec-
tion 3), we propose an interactive visualization tool that allows the
user to explore large datasets containing hundreds of RF ablation
simulation outcomes (Section 4). It allows for a quantitative anal-
ysis of the ablation outcome and lets the user inspect and compare
individual ablation volumes of the simulation model to examine the
effect of different tissue property settings. Interpolating the gener-
ated ensemble data in parameter space allows for a continuous ex-
ploration of the tissue property values and their influence on the
ablation volume in an interactive session. The tool is designed to
help researchers in the field of RF ablation modeling by supporting
them in the development and evaluation of their simulation models.
We present different use cases for the analysis of different aspects
of the data (Section 5) and evaluate our approach with simulation
domain experts (Section 6).

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• The design of the interactive visual analysis tool TPAT for the
analysis of radiofrequency ablation simulation ensembles.

• Comparative visualization of spatial differences in ablation vol-
ume between simulation runs.

• Parameter-space visualization of ablation outcome with regard
to a tissue property for all three involved tissues.

• A use case that shows how our tool can be used to analyze the
impact of different tissue properties.

2. Related Work

Different approaches in the field of medical visualization tackle the
tasks of using simulations to understand medical processes. Raidou

et al. [RCMM∗16] propose a framework for the evaluation of ra-
diotherapy data by using Tumor Control Probability (TCP) mod-
els that quantify the probability that a tumor is effectively treated.
Their tool supports the quantification and exploration of data uncer-
tainty due to imaging modalities. It also uses a sensitivity analysis
of the TCP models to draw conclusions on the parameter’s effects.
Another uncertainty-aware visual analysis approach was presented
by Ristovski et al. [RGH∗19]. They use a stochastic RF ablation
simulation model to deal with uncertainty of simulation parame-
ters. They use 2D uncertainty glyphs to provide a fast data evalu-
ation in clinical settings, while our tool targets simulation experts
with more time for detailed data analysis. The work of Rieder et
al. [RWS∗10] also deals with RF ablations but without considering
uncertainty or ensembles. They propose a traffic light color scheme
called “tumor map” to visualize the ablation state of the tumor in
3D space in the clinical context. Bricault et al. [BKM∗06] propose
a 3D tool to analyze post-interventional CT scans of successful RF
ablations. Their tool uses a semi-automated 3D segmentation pro-
cess to characterize the residual tumor tissue after an RF ablation
treatment.

More general approaches for the analysis of spatio-
temporal simulation ensembles commonly use sta-
tistical properties [PWB∗09, SZD∗10] or cluster-
ing [PBCR11, HHB16, FKRW17, ME19, KBL19b, KBL19a].
A recent survey presents the different aspects of ensemble visual-
ization [WHLS19]. Phadke et al. [PPA∗12] propose comparative
visualizations for ensemble members, but do not analyze the
parameter space of large ensembles. We propose both comparative
and parameter-space visualizations.

Sedlmair et al. [SHB∗14] developed a conceptional frame-
work for parameter-space analysis. They identify six com-
mon analysis tasks of which we especially address the sen-
sitivity to the input parameters which are the tissue proper-
ties in our case. This investigation also relates to the analysis
of parameter-induced uncertainty, because the uncertainty in tu-
mor ablation is a key aspect of radiofrequency ablation simula-
tion. Techniques for parameter-space analysis include radial lay-
outs, glyph based visualizations, projections, and dimensionality
reduction [BM10, BPM∗15, STDS95, OKB∗19]. We follow this
idea of using parallel coordinates for visualizing the parameter
space [OBJ15, WLSL17], but we merely use them for navigation in
parameter space to select simulation runs for further analysis. For
a more in-depth analysis of the dependencies of ablation metrics
on the tissue properties, we propose a 3D parameter-space visual-
ization, where the three dimensions are formed by a selected tissue
property for the three tissue types involved. Evers et al. [EL22]
propose to use a hyper-slicer for a distortion-free visualization of
multi-dimensional parameter spaces. However, as RF ablation sim-
ulations only involve three tissues and we want to analyze continu-
ous changes instead of partitionings, we use a less complex visual-
ization for the parameter space. None of the presented approaches
tackles a parameter-space analysis combined with domain-specific,
comparative visualizations in the medical context.
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3. Task Analysis

The simulation ensemble for radiofrequency ablation simulations
consists of a set of simulation runs (96 to 225 runs per ensemble)
which depend on different parameter values. The simulation out-
come is a 3D temperature field where voxels with a temperature of
54 °C or above are considered as ablated. The parameters describe
the material properties for the different tissue types. In this work,
we consider 10 different properties per tissue type. We can assume
that we work with three different tissue types: healthy tissue (in
our case the liver), malignant or dysfunctional tissue (in our case a
tumor), and blood vessels, which significantly impact the ablation
process due to the cooling factor of the blood flow. To identify the
positions for the different tissues, a segmented image of the regions
of interest is given, which assigns different labels to the different
tissue types. This segmentation is used in the simulation to assign
different tissue properties to the differently labeled regions. Due to
the strong spatial dependence, we do not only want to analyze the
dependence on the numerical tissue property values but also on the
spatial distribution of the tissue. Further, the simulation requires
the position and orientation of the needle, that is used to ablate the
tissue.

For the development of our analysis tool, we worked closely to-
gether with domain experts who developed the simulation tool. In
regular meetings, we developed the presented tool and iteratively
refined it based on the experts’ feedback. At the beginning of the
process, we identified a set of tasks that we aim to address with our
visual analysis tool, which we list in the following:
T1: Investigate the simulation outcome for different tissue prop-
erties. RF ablation simulations are computed to investigate which
area gets ablated. In particular, one would like to observe if the
tumor gets fully ablated (typically including a safety margin) and
how much the healthy tissue is affected. The user should be able
to observe the simulation outcome to get familiar with the output.
The different tissues like the blood vessels should be included in
the visualization to provide spatial context.
T2: Compare the shape and size of ablation volumes for different
tissue properties. To understand the influence of the tissue property
on the shape and size of the ablated volume, it should be possi-
ble to explicitly compare the ablation volume for different tissue
properties. This allows the user to investigate changes in the spatial
distribution and influences of surrounding tissue types.
T3: Detect the most important tissue properties. The wide range of
possible tissue properties combined with the variety of different tis-
sues, leads to a high number of input parameters for the numerical
simulations. To reduce the dimensionality of the parameter space
and, thus, computational costs for creating the simulation ensem-
ble, it is important to identify the tissue properties that have the
highest influence on the outcome.
T4: Explore how different ablation measures change with varying
tissue properties. Derived measures like the volume of the ablated
tissue, the percentage of ablated tumor tissue, or the DICE coeffi-
cient are of high interest to the domain experts and are commonly
used in their analyses of simulation data. They would like to in-
vestigate how these characteristic values change with varying input
parameters.

4. Visual Design

To address the identified tasks, we propose the Tissue Property
Analysis Tool (TPAT) using multiple coordinates views, see Fig-
ure 1. Spatial visualizations show the ablation volume for selected
parameter settings in relation to the different tissues like the tumor
or the vessels (Task T1), see Section 4.1. This provides the user
with an overview about the spatial extent of the ablated and tissue
regions. These views also allow the user to compare ablation vol-
umes for different tissue properties (Task T2). The simulation runs
shown in the spatial visualizations can be selected by the user by
selecting tissue property values in parallel coordinates, see Sec-
tion 4.2. Here, we also support a parameter-space interpolation of
existing simulation runs. To quantify the influence of the proper-
ties on the ablated tissue, we include different quantitative metrics,
see Section 4.3. To investigate the influence of the tissue proper-
ties, we propose what we call the ablation data plot that provides a
parameter-space overview visualization of the whole ensemble for
a selected tissue property and the three different tissue types blood
vessel, tumor, and liver, see Section 4.4. The parameter-space vol-
ume can be explored by rendering isosurfaces that visualize the
data for a selected range of values of a derived metric. This allows
the user to estimate the influence of the parameters (Task T1). By
using interaction, the user can also identify how the derived mea-
sure changes with varying tissue properties (Task T2). We refer to
the accompanying video for a demonstration of the tool and the
respective interactions with the coordinated views.

4.1. Spatial Visualizations

The 3D volume visualization (Figure 1a) uses the data of the la-
beled tissue image to display tumor, liver, and blood vessel tissues.
In addition, the output temperature field of the simulation is used
to visualize the ablated volume by creating an isosurface for tem-
perature value 54 °C. The user can change the viewing parameters
by rotation, translation, and zooming. This view is the main tool
to observe volumetric changes of the ablation area due to different
tissue property values (Task T1).

The 2D volume visualization (Figure 1b) shows the same data as
the 3D view but only displays a 2D slice of the volume. The clip-
ping dimensions and the position of the clipping plane can be set
and changed interactively by the user. The 2D slice view addresses
the same tasks as the 3D volume visualization, where the view is
more restricted but does not suffer from occlusion. Moreover, it
supports measuring distances to quantify volumetric changes on the
ablation volume. Measuring distances in the slices is facilitated by
right-clicking and dragging, see Figure 2, which is a common in-
teraction in medical visualization tools and, thus, intuitively to use
for domain scientists.

The user can interactively adjust the appearance of the different
volumes in the rendered 2D and 3D scenes (Figure 1c). The user-
defined adjustments include visual properties like color, opacity,
and the position of the clipping plane for the slice viewer. Note that
we visualize the tissue segmentation, i.e., the voxels belonging to
the different tissues. Even though this leads to staircase patterns,
a smooth isosurface might be misleading here. It is also possible
to show a so-called safety margin around the tumor. For treatment
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Figure 2: Slice viewer displaying blood vessels (red), tumor (pink),
and ablation area (green). The inset (black box) shows an minimum
value of the margin of the treatment, i.e. the minimum distance be-
tween the tumor and the ablated volume.

planning, it is common practice to add a margin around the tumor
tissue to account for the uncertainty in the tumor segmentation. The
ablated volume should then include the tumor and the safety mar-
gin. In our tool, the user can define the size of the margin which is
then shown in the spatial visualizations.

To enable a comparative visualization of two volumes, we com-
pute the ablation intersection volumes (Task T2). The ablation in-
tersection volumes are two volumes created by comparing the ab-
lation volume of the current tissue property values with the volume
to a reference configuration of property values. The respective val-
ues can be chosen using parallel coordinates, see Section 4.2. By
this selection, we obtain two parameter value settings, for which
we compare the simulation output. We refer to the calculated vol-
umes as expansion and reduction volume. The expansion volume is
the spatial region of the current ablation area subtracted by the ab-
lation area of the reference property value configuration, where we
use the set difference. This results in a new volume (possibly con-
sisting of disconnected parts) that indicate, in which spatial regions
the current volume exceeds the ablation volume of the reference
configuration. The reduction volume displays the ablation area of
the reference property value configuration subtracted by the current
ablation area (see Figure 3) and, thus, indicates regions where the
current volume is smaller than the reference volume.

Visualizing these volumes in the 2D and 3D spatial visualiza-
tions is the main tool to explore the volumetric changes on the
ablation volume due to varying tissue property values. This com-
parative visualization is especially helpful to consider variations in
the spatial domain (Task T2). Providing the spatial context by also
showing the different tissues, the volume rendering shows how the
distance and position of different tissues (especially vessels) influ-
ence the ablation volume’s shape and sensitivity to tissue proper-
ties. The comparative visualization showing the expansion and re-

Figure 3: Comparative visualization: Two ablation volumes for dif-
ferent tissue properties can be compared by calculating the expan-
sion (blue) and reduction (red) volumes, illustrated schematically
in 2D.

duction volume by different color encodings allows us to clearly
differentiate between those two changes. Thus, it can be easily ob-
served where the ablation area increased and where it decreased,
even when the differences are small. Including these volumes in
the 2D and 3D volume visualizations does not only allow the user
to investigate their extent in the spatial context, but also to measure
their size using the slice viewer for a quantification of the expan-
sion/reduction of the ablation volume.

4.2. Selection and Interpolation of Simulation Results

We use a parallel coordinates widget to select the tissue property
values for their investigations in the spatial visualizations, see Fig-
ure 1d. The axes work as sliders for the corresponding parame-
ter. Besides the selected data point, we show its k neighbors as
semi-transparent grey lines. The number of neighbors k can be ad-
justed by the user. We choose parallel coordinates for the parameter
space visualization, because they are well-suited to visualize multi-
dimensional data, scale well with the dimensionality, and allow for
an intuitive selection of values on individual axes. Selected values
on the parallel coordinates’ axes are then used for the spatial visu-
alizations of the simulation outcome (Task T1) as well as for the
comparative visualizations (Task T2). As the dimensionality of the
parameter space is pretty high, we further improve the scalability
by allowing the user to interactively select the axes that are included
in the plot. For all hidden axes, a default value for the respective tis-
sue property is chosen. The default value for the tissue properties
is the average for the corresponding property, see supplementary
material for the list of default values. The blue polyline displays
the property values of the reference volume used for comparison,
while the red polyline displays the property values of the currently
selected volume.

For a smooth analysis of the simulation data, a high sampling
of the parameter space is needed. Since we can only compute a fi-
nite number of simulation runs, we propose to use interpolations
of the temperature fields based on the parameter-value settings.
Given a selected parameter setting, we use scattered data interpo-
lation of the k nearest neighbors, where the k nearest neighbors are
computed in the multi-dimensional parameter space. The k nearest
neighbors are also shown in the parallel coordinates widget. For
scattered data interpolation, the user may select among Shepard’s
method for inverse-distance-based interpolation [She68] and inter-
polation with radial basis functions [Buh00] using polynomials,
Gaussian, or multiquadric functions. For all the results presented
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in this work, we use inverse-distance-based interpolation. For the
computation of the scattered data interpolation weights, the tissue
properties are normalized using their possible value ranges. Then,
the temperature field is interpolated using these weights and ren-
dered in the 2D and 3D spatial visualizations.

4.3. Quantitative Information

There are a number of ablation measures that quantify various as-
pects of the ablation result and are commonly used by domain ex-
perts. When loading a new dataset to TPAT, the program starts to
compute those metrics for each temperature field in the ensemble.
These metrics include:

• Ablation volume size: The size of the ablation volume in mm3.
• Tumor volume size: The size of the tumor in mm3.
• Tumor ablation volume: The size of the tumor’s volume that gets

ablated in mm3 and %.
• Healthy tissue ablation volume: The amount of healthy tissue

that gets ablated in mm3 and %.
• DICE coefficient [Dic45]: A metric to measure the similarity of

two sets of data X and Y :

DSC =
2|X ∩Y |
|X |+ |Y | (1)

Here, the similarity of the ablated tumor volume X and the entire
ablated volume Y gets measured, such that |X | and |Y | describe
the number of voxels in the respective volume. Higher values for
the DICE coefficient, in general, mean lower amounts of ablated
healthy tissue.

• Tumor margin volume size: The size of the tumor plus a margin
of 1 cm around it.

• Tumor margin ablation volume: The size of the tumor margins
volume that gets ablated in mm3 and %.

• Healthy tissue ablation volume (margin): The amount of healthy
tissue in mm3 and % that gets ablated considering the tumor mar-
gin.

• DICE coefficient (margin): The similarity of the tumor plus its
margin and the entire ablation volume. The DICE coefficient is
calculated as described in Equation 1.

• Mean increase per tissue property unit: The mean increase of a
specific ablation measure per tissue property unit Φ

t p
abl_data re-

veals what impact a certain property has on the ablation data.
We also calculate the standard deviation such that the mean val-
ues with a high standard deviation can be further investigated in
the visualizations to understand the parameter dependency. This
metric is used within the datasets to compare the influence of the
three tissue types to one another and between the datasets of the
ensembles to examine changes in these values due to different
segmentations or secondary property changes. The lower index
abl_data indicates whether the ablation volume size (abl_vol) or
the tumor ablation amount (t_abl) is used as ablation measure.
The upper index tp denotes the tissue property for which this
value is calculated.

• Change of ablation volume: The change of ablation volume
∆abl_data is calculated by subtracting the minimum ablation data
value of the ensemble from the maximum value and dividing the
result by the average. This metric intends to describe how much
the inspected tissue property in an ensemble affects the chosen

ablation measure abl_data. It gives a quick indication whether
the tissue property values have an effect at all and can be used to
compare the influence of the tissue properties between different
datasets.

This computed values of all measures are shown numerically in a
separate panel of our tool, see Figure 1f. We also considered differ-
ent design alternatives for a visual representation of the numbers.
However, as the main goal is the extraction of the exact numerical
values, we decided on a numerical representation. Showing the dif-
ferent metrics together in a visualization might also be misleading
as they are rather different in their characteristics and have rather
different value ranges. Thus, common visualization methods like
bar charts do not add further insights but make reading off explicit
values more difficult.

4.4. Parameter-space Visualizations

To find the most important tissue property (Task T3) and investigate
how the ablation measure changes with changing tissue properties
(Task T4), we propose to include respective parameter-space visu-
alizations in the form of what we call the dataset distribution plot
(Figure 4) and the ablation data plot (Figure 1e). This visualiza-
tions provide an overview of the whole ensemble dataset instead of
single temperature fields of individual simulation runs. We visual-
ize a 3D subspace of the parameter space by choosing one tissue
property that we want to investigate further. We then show the 3D
subspace spanned by the selected tissue property for the three tissue
types liver, tumor, and vessel in 3D Cartesian coordinates. We can
generally assume this set-up to be valid, as one generally models
healthy tissue, malignant tissue, and blood vessels in RF ablation
simulations.

In the dataset distribution plot shown in Figure 4, the parameter
values for simulation runs are shown by assigning each simulation
run to a point in a 3D scatterplot. The distribution of the points
in the scatterplot reveals how the parameter space was sampled to
generate the simulation ensemble. Each run is shown as a grey dot,
but the currently selected parameter settings of the simulation run
shown in the spatial visualizations is shown as a green dot. Addi-
tionally, the k nearest neighbors that are used for interpolation are
shown as blue dots. As the visualization only shows a subspace
of the parameter space, the user can interactively change the tis-
sue property. To reduce occlusion in larger, not uniformly sampled
datasets, the user can define a distance to the selected simulation
run, up to which the samples should be shown. To reduce spatial
orientation problems occurring in 3D scatter plots, we show a grid
structure in the background. For a fast selection of a simulation run
with specific parameter values, the user can select a point in the
scatterplot by clicking on it. This selection is then used to update
all other linked views, including the parallel coordinates and the
spatial visualizations.

The ablation data plot shown in Figure 1e is a novel visualiza-
tion method to investigate the influence of tissue properties on the
ablation outcome. Its set-up is similar to the dataset distribution
plot, i.e., it uses a 3D Cartesian coordinate system spanned by a
selected tissue property parameter for the three tissue types. To an-
alyze the impact of tissue properties on the ablation outcome, the
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Figure 4: Dataset distribution plot of 3D parameter subspace
formed by a selected tissue property for the three tissues liver, tu-
mor, and vessel. It shows the distribution of parameter settings of
the simulation ensemble (grey), the currently selected parameter
setting (green), and its k nearest neighbors (blue).

user first selects an ablation measure (cf. Section 4.3) he/she wants
to investigate. Showing the ablation measure in a 3D Cartesian co-
ordinate system allows the user to directly visualize the domain-
specific information by adapting a well-known visualization for an-
alyzing the dependencies on the tissue properties (Task T4).

After having selected a metric, the user can interactively define
an interval of the selected metric’s range with a slider that is lo-
cated below the plot (see Figure 1e). The plot then shows a surface
in the 3D parameter subspace which surrounds all parameter set-
tings, where the ablation measure’s values lie in the chosen value
range. The surface is given in the form of two isosurfaces, one for
the lower and one for the upper limit of the selected interval, which
then get connected along the boundary of the 3D parameter sub-
space to enclose all points, where the ablation measure’s values are
between that lower and upper limit. This surface allows the user
to easily inspect where the ablation measure values are particularly
high or low for the specific tissue property. Moreover, it can be
used to investigate certain points of interest in the parameter space
where the ablation measure suddenly responses differently to prop-
erty value changes.

In addition, the surface is color-coded with respect to the abla-
tion measure, where a color map from yellow (minimum value for
the chosen metric in the whole dataset) to red (maximum value for
the chosen metric in the whole dataset) is used (cf. Figure 1e). Ob-
viously, the two isosurfaces for the lower and upper limit of the
selected interval are single-colored, but along the boundary of the
3D parameter subspace one can observe a color gradient, which
already provides a hint about the influence of the selected tissue
property (Task T3). The change in the volume surrounded by the
surface when interactively changing the selected range of the cho-
sen metric, further supports the identification of the most important

properties. Moreover, it provides the user a fast means to observe if
and how the different tissue properties of the dataset affect the ab-
lation data metric (Task T4). The three-dimensional visualization
also supports a direct comparison of the different tissues as one can
see how the isosurface varies if the selected range is changed. The
interactive exploration also exhibits the presence of nonlinearities
by variations in the speed of change of the isosurface.

5. Usage Scenario

We applied our visual analysis tool TPAT to radiofrequency ab-
lation data created using the thermal ablation simulation library
TAS [KAP∗06]. We systematically investigated the influence of dif-
ferent tissue properties as well as the variations in the spatial posi-
tions. In the following, we will first provide a detailed explanation
of the datasets we created (Section 5.1), which we then used for a
detailed systematic analysis. Then, we will highlight parts of our
analysis results (Section 5.2) and provide some feedback from the
domain experts (Section 5.3). All results of our systematic analysis
can be found in the supplementary material.

5.1. Ensemble Generation and Analytical Workflow

For the analysis with our tool, we used in total four different ensem-
bles where each focuses on one aspect. In the following, we provide
the details on the different ensembles, describe the goals for their
analysis, and give an overview of the analytical workflow. The ex-
act ranges of all parameters that we used as inputs are provided in
the supplementary material.

Ensemble A: The first ensemble dataset aims at investigating sin-
gle tissue properties in different kinds of tissues. To keep the data
size reasonable, each tissue property is varied for the three different
tissue types (liver, vessel and tumor), while the other tissue prop-
erties are kept constant. After familiarizing ourselves with the vol-
ume data, we start the analysis by checking the data ranges in the
ablation data plot to investigate whether the different tissue proper-
ties affect the ablation area at all. In the following, we refer to the
ones who affect the ablated area as primary tissue properties. In our
simulations, we identified that the optical and acoustic properties as
well as the electric properties and the water ratio do not influence
the output at all. Therefore, we neglected these tissue properties in
the subsequent analysis steps. Using the surface of the ablation data
plot and the precalculated ablation metrics, the datasets of the pri-
mary tissue properties were investigated in more detail. Using the
spatial visualizations, the volumetric changes in the ablation vol-
ume due to different tissue property values were inspected.

Ensemble B: We use the previously gained knowledge about the
primary tissue properties to examine their influence on the tem-
perature field when a second property is changed simultaneously.
Therefore, the second ensemble dataset can be used to investigate
the interaction between different tissue properties. For the analy-
sis, we follow a similar approach as above. An important statis-
tical property for these ensembles is the difference between the
maximum and minimum value of the ablation volume size and tu-
mor ablation amount. This value difference divided by the average
value for the respective ablation data serves as an indicator to see
if the second property changes the primary property’s influence on
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the ablation area. After obtaining an overview about the parameter
space, the individual tissue property configurations were investi-
gated in the 2D and 3D spatial visualizations.

Ensemble C: The third ensemble dataset is characterized by
changes in tumor size and, thus, aims at investigating the influ-
ence of the spatial distribution as well as the absolute size of the
tumor. While the workflow is relatively similar to the analyses of
the previously described datasets, a special focus lies on the spatial
visualizations to understand the influence of the tumor’s size and
shape.

Ensemble D: For the creation of the fourth ensemble dataset, the
position of the tumor and the vessels is varied. To achieve meaning-
ful results, the needle position of the ablation instrument is adapted
according to the tumor position such that the needle tip is always in
the same location within the tumor. Similar to the previous ensem-
ble dataset, this one targets the analysis of spatial tissue distribu-
tions. As especially the position of the blood vessels is suspected to
have a strong impact, their analysis is one of the core analysis goals.
Again, the spatial visualizations are especially used for identifying
spatial variations in the ablation volume and their dependencies on
the tissue properties.

5.2. Analysis of Tissue Properties

To understand the data at hand, we first observe different runs in the
spatial visualization to obtain a first understanding of size and lo-
cation of the ablation zones with respect to the different tissues.
One example of the 3D visualization is shown in Figure 5. We
can clearly see that the spatial domain is characterized by a tumor
(pink) that is located relatively close to some vessels (red). By vi-
sualizing the ablation volume (green), we observe that large parts
of the tumor are ablated for the selected tissue properties, but there
are also smaller parts outside the ablation volume. When varying
the different tissue properties, we can observe changes in the shape
and size of the ablation volume, which we will investigate more
systematically in the following. In the following, we focus on the
analysis of single tissue properties and their influence on the simu-
lation outcome which is described by Ensemble A. Further insights
and a more detailed analysis of the other ensembles can be found
in the supplementary material.

We start by analyzing the density of the different tissues. Here,
we find the lowest ablation volume size to be 12843.3 mm3 and
the largest one 12923.1 mm3 resulting in a difference of 79.8 mm3

and ∆abl_vol = 0.620. The ablated volume for the tumor is even
lower with only 2.95 mm3 and ∆t_abl = 0.066. These small varia-
tions make the density an almost negligible property.

The heat capacity’s impact on the ablation area is even smaller
than that of the density. Here, we find ∆abl_vol = 0.421 and
∆t_abl = 0.04. We can further see in the ablation data plot in Fig-
ure 6 that the heat capacity of liver and tumor have approximately
equal influence on the ablation volume size while the heat capac-
ity of the vessel does not impact this quantity. When analyzing the
mean change in ablation volume per heat capacity unit for the indi-
vidual tissues, we can confirm this observation.

When investigating the influence of the thermal conduc-
tivity, we find a significantly higher impact than for the

Figure 5: 3D spatial visualization: Blood vessels (red), tumor
(pink), and ablation volume (green) are shown in a direct volume
rendering for the simulation run with average tissue properties.

Figure 6: Ablation data plot: The three surfaces display the cover-
age of the ablation volume size for heat capacity (color map as in
Figure 1e). The vessels’ heat capacity has no influence.

previous properties (∆abl_vol = 2.676). While the highest im-
pact is created by the thermal conductivity of the liver with
Φ

tc
abl_vol =−2.694 m3/(10−3W/mK), the tumor’s and vessel’s

thermal conductivity also influence the ablation volume, but on a
much smaller scale. Concerning the tumor ablation amount, the
liver’s and the tumor’s thermal conductivity both affect it on a sim-
ilar scale. However, while liver thermal conductivity decreases the
ablation amount, the tumor’s thermal conductivity increases it. The
blood vessel’s value has almost no effect on the tumor ablation.

The relative blood perfusion rate has by far the most in-
fluence on the size of the ablation area and the tumor abla-
tion amount. The difference between the maximum and mini-
mum ablation volume amounts to 13238 m3, while the differ-
ence of the tumor ablation amount is 330.35 m3. These high
values result in ∆abl_vol = 103.661 and ∆t_abl = 7.421. For the
analysis of this property only the liver and tumor tissue were
inspected, since the blood perfusion of the blood vessels is
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Figure 7: Ablation data plot: Four surfaces of evenly sized ablation
volume intervals for relative blood perfusion rate indicate that the
higher the blood perfusion of the liver, the lower is its influence.

not supported by the simulation tool. It can be observed that
the liver with Φ

bpr
abl_vol =−77.329 m3/(10−4ml/(s · cm)) has a

way bigger impact on the ablation area than the tumor with a
Φ

bpr
abl_vol =−17.761 m3/(10−4ml/(s · cm)). However, both tissue

types have almost the same Φ
bpr
t_abl value which suggests, that the

smaller the liver’s perfusion is, the higher the ablation of the healthy
non-tumorous tissue.

Another important aspect is the high standard deviation for both
Φ

bpr values. The surfaces in Figure 7 show that the higher the blood
perfusion of the liver, the lower its influence on the ablation volume
size. This can be concluded, because the ablation volume intervals
of the four surfaces are all the same size, yet the coverage of the pa-
rameter space gets smaller. Therefore, one unit of the blood perfu-
sion rate has more impact on the ablation volume when the surface
is relatively small.

For the tumor ablation amount, the opposite is the case: the im-
pact of the liver’s and tumor’s blood perfusion on the tumor abla-
tion increases with higher values (see Figure 8). However, in both
cases, we can observe a nonlinear change when changing the pa-
rameter range linearly. This can be identified by the varying sizes
of the regions, while the parameter range stays the same size.

The inspection of the ablation volume in the spatial views of
TPAT visualizes the effect of different blood perfusion rate val-
ues on the ablation area. In Figure 9, the effects of low and high
blood perfusion values for the liver and tumor tissues can be seen.
While the tumor’s blood perfusion mostly affects the area around

Figure 8: Ablation data plot: Four surfaces of evenly sized tumor
ablation amount intervals for relative blood perfusion rate indicate
the impact of the liver’s and tumor’s blood perfusion on the tumor
ablation increases non-linearly with higher values.

the tumor, the liver’s blood perfusion leads to a more even expan-
sion/reduction of the whole volume. However, in both cases, the
change in proximity to the blood vessel is minimal in the selected
slice, which indicates the strong effect blood vessels have on the
ablation process.

Closer inspection of the volume discloses that the impact of the
blood perfusion rate greatly decreases in the proximity of blood
vessels. Also, when the ablation volume is up close to a blood ves-
sel, like in Figure 10, the blood perfusion rate of the liver has close
to no influence on that portion of the ablation volume. Neither low
nor high blood perfusion values seem to affect these parts.

5.3. Domain Expert Feedback

We developed our tool in close collaboration with domain experts
(one professor, one post-doc, and one student) who developed the
simulation tool. In several joint sessions, we discussed our ap-
proach and iteratively integrated their feedback. The close collabo-
ration in the design process helped us to address the needs of the do-
main scientist, for example, by incorporating domain-specific mea-
sures. In the end, we provided our tool to them for experimenting
by themselves and collected feedback.

The tool allowed them to confirm their hypotheses about the dif-
ferent influences of the various tissue properties as well as the influ-
ences of the tissues. They also appreciated the spatial visualizations
because they clearly showed the impact of the position of the ves-
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Figure 9: 2D and 3D spatial visualizations for comparing ablation volume when changing blood perfusion rate. 3D volumes have been
clipped to better observe the thickness of the ablation volume expansion (cyan) and reduction (yellow). While the tumor’s blood perfusion
mostly affects the area around the tumor (bottom), the liver’s blood perfusion leads to a more even expansion/reduction of the whole volume
(top). However, the cooling effect of vessels can be observed in both cases.

sels. In contrast to pure numerical values, our approach allows them
to visually investigate the spatial variations. They were also inter-
ested in the nonlinearity of the dependencies. The ablation data plot
showed them that a linear change in the tissue properties might lead
to nonlinear variations in the ablation quantities like the size of the
ablated volume.

However, they noted that handling large amounts of data is chal-
lenging and suggested to allow running simulations directly from
the tool based on the previous analysis. We plan to investigate these
features in the future.

6. Discussion

The use case has shown that the program allows the user to easily
explore large datasets of RF ablation data while also providing an
in-depth analysis of individual ablation volumes. As stated in the
beginning, we can assume that our simulations use three tissues:
vessels, healthy tissue (in our case the liver), and malignant tissue
(in our case a tumor). However, for a broader generalizability be-
yond RF ablation, an extension to more than three tissues would
be helpful. While one could tackle this challenge by interactively
switching the axes in our ablation data plot, this would still only
visualize a three-dimensional parameter subspace. Therefore, the

generalization to higher dimensions, which was beyond the scope
of this paper, remains an open challenge.

In general, our tool scales well with the number of ensemble
members. We considered ensembles with 96 to 225 ensemble mem-
bers. As the different ablation metrics are precomputed, the number
of ensemble members does not influence the spatial visualizations
directly. The ablation data plot also scales well with the number of
tissue properties. However, as the spatial visualizations make use of
interpolation, a high number of ensemble members when combined
with a high resolution might lead to delays. For the ensembles in-
vestigated in this work, we did not experience any problems. As
extremely large simulation ensembles are costly to compute, our
tool works well for common ensemble sizes.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we presented a tissue property analysis tool TPAT that
supports the interactive visual analysis of tissue properties in ra-
diofrequency ablation simulations. We create spatial visualizations
to compare different tissue properties and investigate their influ-
ence together with parameter space visualizations that allow us to
analyze a whole ensemble. In our discussion with domain experts,
the tool was found suitable for the described kind of analyses. The
tool allows for a better analysis of the influence of tissue properties,
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Figure 10: Zoomed-in comparative volume visualizations of runs
with low and high liver blood perfusion rates exhibit that there is
no influence close to blood vessels.

which supports the identification of the most important properties
as well as the spatial regions where the influence is largest. There-
fore, one can identify the important aspects that should be included
in clinical treatments. Although our approach targets RF ablation,
it can be easily applied to other treatment methods to detect and an-
alyze relevant parameters in respective simulations, as most of our
visualizations are generally applicable.

For future work, our approach can be further improved by al-
lowing a progressive ensemble analysis and executing simulations
directly from the visualization tool. Based on the experts feedback,
this might lead to significant improvements in their analysis work-
flow. The visualization of ablation metrics for more than three tis-
sue types as well as including uncertainty in the segmentation is
also left for future work. The approach would further benefit from
a structured user evaluation with additional researchers that were
not directly involved in the development of the tool.
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